
 

WSOP CIRCUIT 2018-19 
EVENT REPORT 

 

Circuit Stop: Horseshoe Council Bluffs 

  (Council Bluffs, Iowa) 

Event:  No-Limit Hold’em Multi-Flight 

Buy-in:  $400 

Date:   31 March 2019 

Entries: 563 

Prizepool: $185,790

 

MO NUWWARAH SEIZES 2ND GOLD RING OF THE SEASON 

Omaha native takes down multi-flight re-entry at his backyard Circuit stop. 

Mo Nuwwarah seized his second World Series of Poker Circuit gold ring on Sunday at his 
local Circuit stop, Horseshoe Council Bluffs. The 32-year-old, who holds a career in the 
world of Poker Media, conquered a field of 563 entrants in Event #3, a $400 No-Limit 
Hold’em competition that featured four separate starting flights and unlimited re-entry. 

Early on during the current, 2018/19 Circuit season, Nuwwarah picked up his fisrt gold 
ring by winning the H.O.R.S.E. ring event at Horseshoe Hammond. The gravity of a debut 
gold ring is tough to beat. However, Nuwwarah’s recent gold-ring achievement held a 
special significance, being won at his backyard Circuit stop. 

“I mean, I’ve always wanted to win the re-entry or the Main here,” Nuwwarah stated, 
following his victory, “It just means a lot here with everybody I know playing in the 
tournament and all these people I know that can come sweat me, it’s great.” 

The Omaha native has successfully fulfilled one of his poker dreams and in dominant 
fashion. One downfall to steamrolling a tournament at your local casino, is that you may 
incidentally run over a friend, or two.  

“Unfortunately, I had to cooler my real good friend on Day 1 and that was one of the biggest 
pots for me; that really got me rolling,” mentioned Nuwwarah. “At least we put the chips to 
good use. Thanks, Colin, sorry.” 



 

 

Nuwwarah chipped up big during Day 1C, ultimately finishing as chip leader among the 
Flight C survivors with 214,000 to his name. From there, Nuwwarah moved on to Day 2 of 
the tournament where he amassed a heap of chips and never looked back. 

“I ran really hot with like two, or three, tables left… I was able to get so many chips and I 
just had everyone covered by so much. I was feeling good,” said Nuwwarah. 

When the unofficial final table formed, Nuwwarah sat with over three million in chips, 
which was far and beyond most of his remaining opponents. He rode his massive chip lead 
all the way to the winner’s circle, claiming the top prize of $39,006 as well as 50 Casino 
Championship points. 

“I told myself if I did get like 50 points here, I would probably have to go for it, so I think we 
have to go for it pretty hard now,” Nuwwarah revealed. 

Adding 50 more points to his overall total, Nuwwarah now sits with 150 on the National 
Leaderboard. He is still outside of the at-large bids to the 2019 Global Casino Championship 
but will look to make a late push in an attempt to crack the top 50 before the end of the 
WSOP Circuit season. 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Mo Nuwwarah 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Omaha, Nebr. 
Current Residence:   Omaha, Nebr. 

Age:     32 
Occupation:  Poker Media 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 1

 

DIRECT LINKS 

FULL RESULTS 
MOHAMMED NUWWARAH’S OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
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